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a b s t r a c t
In this paper a proof outline logic is introduced for the partial correctness ofmulti-threaded
object-oriented programs like in Java. The main contribution is a generalization of the
Owicki& Gries proof method for shared-variable concurrency to dynamic thread creation.
This paper also provides a formal justification of this generalization in terms of soundness
and completeness proofs.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, a proof method is introduced which captures the main aspects of the multi-threaded flow of control of
object-oriented programs. For example, in the object-oriented programming language Java, instances of thread classes can
be dynamically allocated and start their own thread of control. A thread class (defined as an extension of the public built-in
Java class ‘Thread’) defines a run method and a call of the start method creates a new thread of computation initiated by the
execution of the run method. The following Java syntax,
class MyThread extends Thread {
...
public void run() {
· · · }
...
}
specifies a thread class ‘MyThread’ with a run method. The following code would then create a thread and start it running:
MyThread t = new MyThread();
t.start();
The thread executing this code continues its own execution, i.e., it does notwait for the startmethod to return. Operationally,
the state of a thread is described by a stack of calls generated by the run method. In this model of computation the different
threads share the global object structure which consists of the values of the instance variables of the dynamically allocated
objects and the static variables of the classes.
In this paper, a proof method is introduced that consists of annotating each class definition of the given program with
assertions which express certain global properties of the dynamically allocated program variables. Such an annotated class
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definition is locally correct if certain verification conditions holdwhich characterize the sequential flowof controlwithin one
thread. On the other hand, reasoning about themulti-threaded flow of control within an object involves a global interference
freedom test. This test is modeled after the corresponding test in [14] for concurrent systems consisting of a statically fixed
number of processes which interact via shared variables.
The main contribution of this paper is the generalization of the interference freedom test to dynamic thread creation.
Furthermore, this paper also provides a formal justification of this generalization in terms of soundness and completeness
proofs.
1.1. Related work
The only other (proven) sound and complete proof method for annotated multi-threaded object-oriented programs
is described in [1]. The proof methods for example described in [8] and [15] are proven sound but completeness is not
discussed. In fact, the approach of [15] is to limit thread interference. On the other hand, [8] introduces a Rely-Guarantee
proof method for multi-threading at the level of an assembly language which requires a different treatment of for example
dynamic thread creation as presented in this paper.
The proof method in [1] combines the Owicki&Gries method for shared variable concurrency with the proof method for
Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) as introduced in [4]. The latter proof method is used to reason about method
calls in terms of messages passing between objects. By restricting to Java programs that have no static variables and do
not allow dereferencing, in [1] objects only interact via message passing. Consequently the interference freedom test in [1]
only involves the local state of an object. In contrast, the starting point of this paper is a proof method for sequential object-
oriented programs (as for example described in [6]) which is based on the standard proof theory of recursive procedures (see
[2]). In this paper it is shown how to extend such a proofmethodwith a global interference freedom test for reasoning about
multi-threading. In otherwords, themain difference is that the proofmethod in [1] is based on amodel of concurrent objects
(along the lines of [9]) whereas the proof method in this paper is strictly thread-based. The model of concurrent objects
integrates shared-variable concurrency and message passing, whereas the thread-based model integrates shared-variable
concurrencywith recursivemethod calls. The latter integrationmore faithfully captures the semantics of themulti-threaded
object-oriented programming languages.
2. The programming language MT
In this section the abstract core languageMT is introducedwhich captures the basics of themulti-threaded flowof control
in object-oriented programming languages.
The language MT is defined in terms of a given set C of class names and a set Var of variables of a basic type like that of
the integers, boolean values and class instances. The set Var is partioned into the sets
• SVar of static variables,
• IVar of instance variables,
• LVar of local variables.
The keyword ‘this’ is treated as a (read-only) local variable which denotes the current class instance. The expressions of the
language MT are constructed from variables using the given operations of the basic types. As a special case, for the types of
class instances the language MT provides the operation ‘new’ for creating a class instance.
Statements A basic (simultaneous) assignment x1, . . . , xn = e1, . . . , en (abbreviated by x¯ = e¯) consists of a sequence of
distinct variables x¯ (excluding the distinguished local variable ‘this’) and a corresponding sequence of expressions e¯.
A local method call x = e0.m(e1, . . . , en) or e0.m(e1, . . . , en) (in case of a ‘void’ method) consists of a local variable x
and local expressions ei, i = 1, . . . , n. Local expressions only involve local variables (i.e., local expressions do not contain
instance variables). Local expressions thus are not affected by the call itself.
Statements are constructed from the above basic assignments and (local) method calls by means of sequential control
structures which include the standard operations of sequential composition, (deterministic) choice and iteration. Without
loss of generality and for technical convenience, MT is restricted to local method calls. Furthermore, MT restricts to local
boolean tests (i.e., which involve only local variables). Consequently only basic assignmentsmay involve access to the shared
variables. Basic assignments are also assumed to be executed atomically. The above assumptions together allow a simple
definition of the interference freedom test. Simultaneous assignments allow a simple extension of a given program with
so-called auxiliary variables (as discussed in 4.3).
Methods A method definition is of the form 〈m(u1, . . . , un) | S; e〉, where u1, . . . , un denote its formal parameters, S
denotes its body and the side-effect-free expression e denotes the return value. In the context of a method definition the
expression e is treated as a statement.
Thread classes A (thread) class c consists simply of a set of method definitions which includes its run method. Note that
every class in MT is a thread class.
Programs A program 〈c1, . . . , cn | S〉, finally, consists of class definitions ci, i = 1, . . . , n, and its main statement S.
Note that programs in MT do not include variable declarations. In MT the set of variables Var is fixed.
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2.1. Operational semantics
The semantics of MT is described in terms of a structural operational semantics which defines a transition relation on
global states. A global stateΣ consists of a setΘ of threads and an object structure (or heap) σ . Operationally, a thread θ is a
stack of closures, i.e., pairs (S, τ ) consisting of a statement S and a local context τ specifying the values of the local variables.
As already described above, the keyword ‘this’ is treated as a local variable which denotes the object of a closure. A thread is
executing the closure on top of its stack, which is also called its active closure. All other closures represent pending calls, as
described below. The set of objects existing inΘ are those objects τ(this) where τ is a local context of a closure appearing
in a thread of Θ . We assume that every local context of a closure of a thread in Θ assigns to the local variables referring
to class instances existing objects. The object structure σ of a global stateΣ specifies the values of the static variables and
for every existing object its values of the instance variables (in case of instance variables referring to class instances these
values denote existing objects).
The value of an expression e (different from the expression ‘new’) in a configuration which consist of a global object
structure σ and local context τ is denoted by E(e)(σ , τ ). Its definition is standard and therefore omitted.
Basic assignment Basic assignments which do not involve object creation is described by the following rule.
〈{θ · (x¯ = e¯; S, τ )} ∪Θ, σ 〉 → 〈{θ · (S, τ ′)} ∪Θ, σ ′〉.
The configurations (σ ′, τ ′) and (σ , τ ) only differ in the following cases
• τ ′(xi) = E(ei)(σ , τ ), for every local variable xi of x¯
• σ ′(xi) = E(ei)(σ , τ ), for every static variable xi of x¯
• σ ′(τ (this))(xi) = E(ei)(σ , τ ), for every instance variable xi of x¯.
A basic assignment x¯ = e¯which involves object creation (let ei, for i ∈ I , denote the expression ‘new’) is described by the
following rule.
〈{θ · (x¯ = e¯; S, τ )} ∪Θ, σ 〉 → 〈{θ · (S, τ ′)} ∪ {(S ′i , τi) | i ∈ I} ∪Θ, σ ′〉.
Here τ ′(xi) = τi(this) (assuming for technical convenience only that xi, for i ∈ I , is a local variable). The values of all the
other variables of x¯ in (σ ′, τ ′) are defined as above. The initial closure (S ′i , τi) (i ∈ I) of the newly created thread consists of
the statement
await Alive { Si }
where ‘Alive’ is a boolean instance variable which is set to ‘false’, i.e., σ ′(τi(this)) = false (in all other cases σ and σ ′ agree).
The (standard) semantics of the await statement suspends the activation of the body Si of the run method of τi(this) till
‘Alive’ becomes ‘true’ (by execution of the start method described below). The local context τi assigns to the variable ‘this’ a
new object identity. The identities τi(this), i ∈ I , of the newly created objects are assumed to be selected in a deterministic
manner.
Method call The following rule describes amethod call (we treat the case of amethod returning a value) basically consists
of pushing onto the stack of the executing thread the corresponding closure.
〈{θ · (x = e0.m(e1, . . . , en); S, τ )} ∪Θ, σ 〉 → 〈{θ · (x = e0.m(e1, . . . , en); S, τ ) · (S ′; e, τ ′)} ∪Θ, σ 〉.
Here S ′ denotes the body of m, e its return expression and τ ′ denotes a local context which assigns the values of the actual
parameters to the formal parameters of m (we view ‘this’ as an implicit formal parameter and e0 as an implicit actual
parameter). Note that this rule does not constrain the values of all the other local variables in τ ′.
As a special case we have the following rule for calling the start method.
〈{θ · (e.start; S, τ )} ∪Θ, σ 〉 → 〈{θ · (S, τ )} ∪Θ, σ ′〉
where σ(E(e)(σ , τ ))(Alive) = false and σ ′(E(e)(σ , τ ))(Alive) = true (in all other cases σ and σ ′ agree). The start method
thus simply sets the instance variable ‘Alive’ of the object E(e)(σ , τ ) to ‘true’. If the value of ‘Alive’ is already true (the
corresponding thread already has been activated) the execution of the start method blocks. Note that in Java starting a
running thread throws an exception. This paper however, for technical convenience only, restricts to invariance properties
of normal executions of multi-threaded Java programs.
Method return Finally, the return from a method call is described by simply popping the stack, in case the method body
is terminated and passing the return value as follows.
〈{θ · (x = e0.m(e1, . . . , en); S, τ ) · (e, τ ′)} ∪Θ, σ 〉 → 〈{θ · (S, τ ′′) ∪Θ, σ 〉
where τ ′′(x) equals the value of the return expression e in the configuration (σ , τ ′) and τ ′′(u) = τ(u), for every other local
variable u.
The above operational semantics thus describes non-deterministc interleaving of threads and as such abstracts from
specific scheduling policies.
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3. Assertions
Assertions are used to annotate the interleaving points of method bodies. The state of such an interleaving point is given
by a configuration, i.e., the current global object structure and the current local context of the method body. Semantically
therefore an assertion denotes a set of configurations. That an assertion P holds in a given global object structure σ and local
context τ is denoted by σ , τ |H P . An assertion is valid, denoted by |H P , if σ , τ |H P , for every configuration (σ , τ ).
The weakest precondition S(P) guarantees that the postcondition P holds in th configuration resulting from the (atomic)
execution of S. This weakest precondition is formalized in terms of a (standard) semantic function which assigns to every
initial configuration the configuration resulting from the execution of S. See [6] for a weakest precondition calculus which
axiomatizes aliasing and object creation at an abstraction level that coincides with that of the Java programming language.
This paper, however, abstracts from the syntax of assertions. The operations of conjunction, union and complementation on
assertions are denoted by the corresponding boolean operators ‘&&’, ‘||’ and ‘!’ of the Java programming language. Equality
is denoted by ‘==’. Renaming of a sequence of local (distinct) variables u¯ in assertion P by a corresponding sequence of local
variables v¯ is described in this paper by the weakest precondition u¯ = v¯(P). Finally, a simple but relevant property of the
local variables of an assertion P (implicitly) used is the following: σ , τ |H P if and only if σ , τ ′ |H P , where τ and τ ′ agree
wit respect to the local variables of P .
4. Proof-outlines
A proof-outline is a correctly annotated program. An annotation of a multi-threaded Java program associates with every
occurrence of a statement S (appearing in a method body) an assertion @S that describes its precondition and with every
call statement a local invariant. For notational convenience, an occurrence of a statement S is identified with the statement
itself. As a special case, we denote by @m the postcondition of method m (the precondition of a method is described by the
precondition @S of its body S). For any statement S; S ′ we also refer to @S ′ as the postcondition of S.
Validation of verification conditions establishes correctness of an annotated program. First verification conditions which
establish that assertions are interference free are introduced, followed by verification conditions which establish that
assertions specify correctly the sequential control flow within one thread.
4.1. Interference freedom test
In order to characterize the interference between different threads we assume that each method has a distinguished
implicit formal parameter ‘thread’ which is used to identify the executing thread. A thread itself is uniquely identified
by the initial object executing its run method (in Java calling the start method twice on an object throws the exception
‘IllegalThreadStateException’).
An assertion P is invariant over the execution of a basic assignment S by a different thread if the following verification
condition holds:
|H P ′ && @S && thread! = thread′ → S(P ′)
The assertion P ′ results from renaming the local variables of P to avoid name clashes between the local variables of @S. A
local variable u is renamed into a variable u′, e.g., thread and this are renamed into thread′ and this′. An unqualified instance
variable x of the class of the current object denoted by ‘this’, is transformed into ‘this′.x’. Formally, the weakest precondition
u¯ = u¯′(P) captures renaming the local variables u¯ in P by the (fresh) local variables u¯′.
Note that the main difference of the above verification condition with the standard interference freedom test of
Owicki&Gries is the additional disequality ‘thread! = thread′’ which formally expresses that we are dealing with two
different threads.
Example 4.1. As a (very) simple example, given a boolean instance variable ‘b’, the assertion ‘thread.b’ is trivially invariant
over the execution of an assignment ‘thread.b=false’ by another thread. This is captured by the valid verification condition
|H thread′.b && thread! = thread′ → thread.b = false(thread′.b)
Note that ‘thread.b=false(thread’.b)’ is described by the assertion
if thread == thread′ then false else thread′.b
Example 4.2. In Example 4.3 we introduce an instance variable ‘lock’ to reason about synchronized methods. This variable
stores the identity of the thread that owns the lock of the object. That is, for every synchronizedmethodwehave the invariant
thread==lock
With this additional information any annotation of a synchronized method is trivially interference free:
|H (thread′ == lock && thread == lock && thread! = thread′)→ false
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4.2. Local correctness
An annotated program is locally correct if the verification conditions hold which characterize the sequential flow of
control within one thread. Control structures like sequential composition, choice, and iteration constructs are described by
the standard verification conditions.
Method call Let P be the precondition of the call
x = e0.m(e1, . . . , en)
Let Q denote the precondition of the body of method m. The following verification condition validates Q , assuming the
precondition P of the call x = e0.m(e1, . . . , en).
|H P → u¯ = e¯(Q )
where u¯ = e¯ abbreviates the (simultaneous) assignment
this, u1, . . . , un = e0, e1, . . . , en
This (virtual) assignment describes the context switch which consists of passing control to the callee, modeled by this = e0
and initializing the formal parameters u1, . . . , un of the methodm, modeled by ui = ei, i = 1, . . . , n.
In the above verification condition we assume that the local variables of the precondition of the method body are
restricted to its formal parameters, including the local variables ‘thread’ and ‘this’. Note that the distinguished local variable
‘thread’ thus may occur both in the precondition P of the caller and the precondition of the callee (occurrences of ‘this’ in
Q are renamed into e0). These different occurrences need not to be distinguished because the local variable ‘thread’ in both
preconditions denotes the same thread executing the method call.




of a synchronized method and the following precondition
lock==thread
of the body of the method ‘add’. Instantiating the above general verification condition we obtain
acc.lock==thread→ this,u=acc,amount(lock==thread)
Here ‘u’ denotes the formal parameter of ‘add’. The weakest precondition can be obtained simply by renaming the (implicit)
local variable ‘this’ by the expression ‘acc’, which transforms the expression ‘lock’ into the expression ‘acc.lock’.
Method return The following verification condition establishes that after assigning the value of the return expression e
to a distinguished local variable ‘return’ the postcondition @m of the methodm holds, assuming that the precondition @(e)
holds (note that in the context of a method definition e is treated as a statement).
|H @(e)→ return = e(@m)
It is assumed that only the postcondition @m of a methodmmay refer to this local variable ‘return’.
Furthermore, we have the following verification condition which validates the postcondition Q of a call x =
e0.m(e1, . . . , en).
|H u¯ = e¯(@m)→ x = return(Q )
As above, u¯ = e¯ abbreviates the (simultaneous) assignment
this, u1, . . . , un = e0, e1, . . . , en
In order to avoid name clashes between local variables of the caller and callee, we assume that the local variables of the
postcondition @m of the method m are restricted to its formal parameters (including the local variables ‘thread’, ‘this’, and
‘return’). Without loss of generality, we also assume that the formal parameters of the method m are read-only. Since the
actual parameters are not affected by the call itself (by assumption), we can therefore model, when returning from a call,
the context switch and parameter passing also by the simultaneous assignment this, u1, . . . , un = e0, e1, . . . , en.
In case of a ‘void’methodmwehave the following verification condition for the postconditionQ of a call e0.m(e1, . . . , en).
|H u¯ = e¯(@m)→ Q
Example 4.4. Consider the postcondition
b==bal+u>=min
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of the body of a method ‘check-acc’ (‘u’ denotes its formal parameter, ‘b’ is a local boolean variable and ‘bal’ and ‘min’ are




The following verification condition
|H b==bal+u>=min→ return=b(return==bal+u>=min)
validates the postcondition ‘return==bal+u>=min’ of the method, whereas
|H this,u=acc,amount(return==bal+u>=min)→ pos=return(pos==acc.bal+amount>=acc.min)
validates the above postcondition of the call.
4.3. Auxiliary variables
In general to prove the correctness of a program we need to augment it with variables, which are used to describe at the
level of the programming language itself, certain aspects of its semantics.
Example 4.5 (Mutual Exclusion). Consider the run method defined by
run(){
sem.acquire();S;sem.release() }
where ‘sem’ is a static binary semaphore (initialized to 1). In order to prove that no two threads are executing the critical
section S in the body of the run method we introduce a static variable ‘in’ which stores the set of threads that are in their
critical section (it is initialized to the empty set). The run method is extended as follows:
run(){
[sem.acquire();in.add(thread)];S;[sem.release();in.remove(thread)] }
The brackets are used to indicate statements which are assumed to be executed atomically, that is without interleaving.
Note that without loss of generality we can indeed assume that between acquiring (or releasing) the semaphore and the
corresponding update of the auxiliary variable no other threads are interleaved.
Mutual exclusion then can be expressed by the assertion Mutex defined by
in.size == sem && 0 <= sem && sem <= 1
Note that in the assertion language, the static variable ‘sem’ is simply an integer variable, which takes the values 0 or 1.
The assertion Mutex is introduced as an invariant of the run method which annotates all its interleaving points, that is,
the start and end of the body of the run method itself, and the start and end of the critical section S.
For the proof of the local correctness of the annotation we use the following (standard) characterization
sem == 0→ sem = 1(Q )
of sem.acquire(Q ) and
sem == 1→ sem = 0(Q )
of sem.release(Q ).
Local correctness of the invariant Mutex then is expressed by the verification conditions
|H Mutex→ sem.acquire(); in.add(thread)(Mutex && in.contains(thread))
and
|H Mutex && in.contains(thread)→ sem.release(); in.remove(thread)(Mutex)
The validity of the first verification condition can be established as follows (the second verification condition can be
established in a similar manner). The weakest precondition
in.add(thread)(Mutex && in.contains(thread))
is described by the assertion
in.size+ 1 == sem && 0 <= sem && sem <= 1
By the above, the weakest precondition
sem.acquire()(in.size+ 1 == sem && 0 <= sem && sem <= 1)
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is described by the assertion
sem == 0→ in.size+ 1 == 1
It thus suffices to observe that
(Mutex&&sem == 0)→ in.size == 0
Note that to establish Mutex as an invariant of the run method we indeed need the additional information
in.contains(thread). This additional information however requires the following interference freedom test.
|H in.contains(thread′) && Mutex && thread! = thread′ →
sem.acquire; in.add(thread)(in.contains(thread′))
and
|H in.contains(thread′) && in.contains(thread) && Mutex && thread! = thread′ →
sem.release; in.remove(thread)(in.contains(thread′))
Note that the first implication holds because its antecedent is inconsistent with sem == 0. The second implication is holds
because its antecedent is inconsistent with sem == 1.
Auxiliary variables can also used to model the semantics of built-in mechanisms in Java. Below we describe how to
model the semantics for starting a thread, the execution of synchronizedmethods, and the semantics of the synchronization
mechanism of wait and notify methods.
Start method At the level of the programming language the semantics of the start method is simply described by the code
if !e.Alive { e.Alive=true;e.start } else { abort }
The precondition P of a call e.start of the start method is used to validate the precondition Q of the corresponding run
method as follows.
|H P → this, thread = e, e(Q )
The (implicit) formal parameter ‘thread’ thus is set to the value of the called object e.
On the other hand, the postcondition Q of the call e.start is simply validated by the verification condition
|H P → Q
where P denotes its precondition.
Example 4.6. Clearly we can validate by means of the above verification condition for method calls, for every run method,
the precondition
thread = this && this.Alive
Consequently, every local assertion of a thread executing a run method is trivially invariant over any local assignment by
any other thread. For example, the local assertion ‘b’, where ‘b’ is a boolean instance variable, is invariant over an assignment
b=false (by another thread), because
|H (this′.b && thread′ = this′ && thread = this && thread! = thread′)→ b = false(this′.b)
trivially holds (note that the antecedent implies this! = this′).
Synchronized methods In order to describe the specific semantics of synchronized methods in Java, we introduce for each
class which contains synchronized methods an auxiliary (instance) variable ‘lock’. This variable stores the identity of the
thread owning the lock. Since a thread releases the lock of an object only when it has finished executing its synchronized
methods the thread has called on the object, we also need an auxiliary (instance) variable ‘count’ which denotes the number
of called synchronized methods in the object.
In order to model the semantics of a call e0!m(e1, . . . , en) involving a synchronized methodm the call is prefixed with an
await statement
await e0.lock==thread || e0.lock==null{
e0.lock=thread;e0.count++ }
The boolean condition states that either the thread already owns the lock or the lock is not yet initialized (i.e., is ‘free’).
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On the other hand, every synchronized method ends with the execution of the await statement
await true {
count-=1; if count==0 { lock=null}}
An await statement ‘await b {S}’ is described by following standard verification condition.
|H P && b→ S(Q )
Here P and Q denote the precondition and the postcondition of the await statement. Since the evaluation of the boolean
guard of an await-statement and the execution of its body are assumed to be atomic we only need to apply the interference
freedom test to the pre- and postcondition of the await-statement itself.
Wait and notify A thread which owns the lock of an object can release it by calling the wait method on the object. It has
to wait until another thread owning the lock calls the ‘notify’ or ‘notifyAll’ method on this object. In order to describe the
semantics of this mechanism we denote by ‘wait’ an auxiliary instance variable of the object which is used to store the set
of objects waiting for its lock. The semantics of a call
e.wait()




else { abort };
await u.lock==null && !u.wait.contains(thread) {
u.lock=thread}
Here ‘u’ is a fresh local variable used to keep the identity of the object. This statement first checks whether the thread owns
the lock. If so, the thread simply releases the lock and is added to the set of waiting threads. If the thread does not own the
lock the execution is aborted because we only consider normal executions (e.g., we abstract from exceptions). The await
statement waits for the lock to be free and for the thread to be removed from the set of waiting threads.
A call
e.notifyAll()
of the ‘notifyAll’ method is modeled by the statement
if lock==thread{
e.wait.clear()}
else { abort }
which simply removes all waiting threads (in case the executing thread owns the lock).
In order to model a call
e.notify()
which involves an arbitrary choice of the thread to be notified, we introduce an (abstract) set operation ‘removeAny()’ which
removes an arbitrary element from a set. The above call is modeled by the statement
if lock==thread{
e.wait.removeAny() }
else { abort }
A given precondition P and a postcondition Q of a statement
e.wait.removeAny()
are validated by the verification condition
|H P && e.wait.contains(any)→ e.wait.remove(any)(Q )
By definition of the validity of assertions the fresh local variable ‘any’ is here implicitly universally quantified.
In general, auxiliary variables can be introduced as local variables, instance variables and static variables. Assignments
to auxiliary variables can be introduced which are side-effect free (e.g., assignments which do not involve methods calls or
object creation) and which do not affect the flow of control of the given program. It is important to note that we also allow
auxiliary variables as additional formal parameters of method definitions. Such auxiliary variables can be used to reason
about invariance properties of method calls.
Example 4.7 (Factorial). Consider for example the following recursive method for computing the factorial of the integer
instance variable ‘x’ and storing it in the instance variable ‘y’.
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fac() {
if x>0 { x-=1;this.fac();x++;y=y*x } else { y=1 }}
In order to prove that the value of ‘x’ upon termination equals its initial value, we introduce as auxiliary variable a formal
parameter u and extend the method by
fac(u) {
if x>0 { x-=1;this.fac(u-1);x++;y=y*x } else { y=1 }}
The above invariance property is described by introducing the assertion ‘u==x’ both as precondition and the postcondition of
themethod body. This specification of themethod body can be validated by introducing ‘u==x+1’ as the precondition and the
postcondition of the recursive call. Method invocation and return are described by following trivial verification conditions.
|Hu==x+1→u-1==x and |Hu-1==x→u==x+1
where the assertion ‘u-1==x’ results from replacing the formal parameter ‘u’ in ‘u==x’ by the actual parameter ‘u-1’.
5. Soundness and completeness
In this section we discuss soundness and completeness proofs.
5.1. Soundness
Let pi be an annotated program. A global stateΣ = (Θ, σ ) satisfies an annotated program pi , denoted by
Σ |H pi
if for every thread inΘ with active closure (S, τ )we have
σ , τ |H @S
Roughly, a global state satisfies an annotated program if every thread satisfies the precondition of the statement of its active
closure.
Theorem 5.1 (Soundness). For any correctly annotated program pi (possibly extended with auxiliary variables),
Σ |H pi andΣ → Σ ′ impliesΣ ′ |H pi
Roughly, this theorem states the invariance of the assertions of a correctly annotated program.
Proof. The proof involves a case analysis of the computation stepΣ → Σ ′. The followingmain cases are discussed, omitting
the standard cases of computation steps involving choice and iteration statements (note that these constructs are assumed
to involve only local boolean tests).
Basic assignment First consider the case of a computation step
〈{θ · (x¯ = e¯; S, τ )} ∪Θ, σ 〉 → 〈{θ · (S, τ ′)} ∪Θ, σ ′〉
Local correctness implies
|H @(x¯ = e¯; S)→ x¯ = e¯(@S)
So σ , τ |H @(x = e; S) implies σ , τ |H x¯ = e¯(@S). By definition of the weakest precondition x¯ = e¯(@S) we conclude that
σ ′, τ ′ |H @S.
In case x¯ contains instance variables or e¯ involves object creation, we have additionally to show that a computation step
〈{θ · (x¯ = e¯; S, τ )} ∪Θ, σ 〉 → 〈{θ · (S, τ ′)} ∪Θ, σ ′〉
does not affect the assertions of all the other active closures. Let (S ′, τ ′′) be the active closure of some other thread in Θ
such that
σ , τ ′′ |H @S ′
Let u¯ = u1, . . . , un be a sequence of the local variables in @S ′ (including the variables ‘thread’ and ‘this’) and u¯′ = u′1, . . . , u′n
a corresponding sequence of fresh local variables. Furthermore, let τ [u¯′ = τ ′′(u¯)] denote the result of assigning in τ the
value τ ′′(ui) to u′i , for i = 1, . . . , n. It follows that
σ , τ [u¯′ = τ ′′(u¯)] |H u¯ = u¯′(@S ′) && @(x¯ = e¯; S) && thread! = thread′
where u¯ = u¯′ denotes the simultaneous assignment u1, . . . , un = u′1, . . . , u′n which renames the local variables of @S ′ into
the corresponding fresh ones. From the interference freedom test it then follows that
σ , τ [u¯′ = τ ′′(u¯)] |H x¯ = e¯(u¯ = u¯′(@S ′))
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By the above computation step we have that execution of x¯ = e¯ in configuration (σ , τ ) results in configuration (σ ′, τ ′).
Since τ [u¯′ = τ ′′(u¯)] and τ only differ with respect to the fresh local variables (which also do not occur in e¯), it follows
that execution of x¯ = e¯ in (σ , τ [u¯′ = τ ′′(u¯)]) results in (σ ′, τ [′u¯′ = τ ′′(u¯)]), where, as above, τ ′[u¯′ = τ ′′(u¯)] denotes
the result of assigning in τ ′ the value τ ′′(ui) to u′i , for i = 1, . . . , n. Therefore, by definition of the weakest precondition
x¯ = e¯(u¯ = u¯′(@S ′)) it follows that
σ ′, τ ′[u¯′ = τ ′′(u¯)] |H u¯ = u¯′(@S ′)
Finally, by definition of τ ′[u¯′ = τ ′′(u¯)] and the weakest precondition u¯ = u¯′(@S ′)we conclude
σ ′, τ ′′ |H @S ′
Method call Next we consider a computation step
〈{θ · (x = e0.m(e1, . . . , en); S, τ )} ∪Θ, σ 〉 → 〈{θ · (x = e0.m(e1, . . . , en); S, τ ) · (S ′; e, τ ′)} ∪Θ, σ 〉
Let P be the precondition of the above call. Local correctness implies
|H P → u¯ = e¯(@S ′)
where u¯ = e¯ abbreviates the (simultaneous) assignment
this, u1, . . . , un = e0, e1, . . . , en
Since
σ , τ |H P
we thus derive that
σ , τ |H u¯ = e¯(@S ′)
By definition of the weakest precondition u¯ = e¯(@S ′) and the context switch we conclude
σ , τ ′ |H @S ′
(note that the local variables of @S ′ are restricted to the formal parameters, including the variables ‘thread’ and ‘this’).
Method return Finally, we consider a computation step
〈{θ · (x = e0.m(e1, . . . , en); S, τ ) · (e, τ ′)} ∪Θ, σ 〉 → 〈{θ · (S, τ [x = v]), σ 〉
where τ [x = v] results from assigning in the local context τ of the caller to the local variable x the value v of the expression
e in the configuration (σ , τ ′).
We are given that
σ , τ ′ |H @e
From the verification condition |H @e→ return = e(@m) it thus follows that
σ , τ ′ |H return = e(@m)
By definition of the weakest precondition return = e(@m)we derive
σ , τ ′[return = v] |H @m
where τ ′[return = v] results from assigning in the local context τ ′ of the callee the result value v to the local variable
‘return’.
The local expressions e0, e1, . . . , en are not affected by the call and the formal parameters are read-only. The local
variables of @m are restricted to its formal parameters, including the variables ‘this’, ‘thread’, and ‘return’. Consequently,
the local context of the configuration resulting from execution of u¯ = e¯ in (σ , τ [return = v]) and the local context τ ′ agree
with respect to the local variables of @m. Therefore, by definition of the weakest precondition u¯ = e¯(@m), we have
σ , τ [return = v] |H u¯ = e¯(@m)
From the verification condition
|H u¯ = e¯(@m)→ x = return(@S)
we then derive that
σ , τ [return = v] |H x = return(@S)
From the weakest precondition x = return(@S) and the assumption that @S does not refer to the local variable ‘return’, we
conclude
σ , τ [x = v] |H @S QED
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5.2. Completeness
Conversely, we show completeness by validating the verification conditions of an extended program annotated with
so-called reachability predicates. These predicates are introduced in [3] and [13] and adapted to multi-threaded Java
programs instrumented with auxiliary variables as follows. Given a program we define for every statement S the predicate
@S by
σ , τ |H @S if there exists a reachable global state (Θ, σ ) such thatΘ contains a thread with an active closure (S, τ ).
A global state Σ is reachable if there exists a partial computation Σ0 →∗ Σ starting from a fixed initial global state Σ0.
Here→∗ denotes the reflexive, transitive closure of the transition relation→ in Section 2. As a special case, we define
σ , τ |H @m if there exists a reachable global state (Θ, σ ) such thatΘ contains a thread with an active closure (e, τ ′)
which marks the termination of the body of method m such that τ(return) denotes the return value (i.e., the value
of e in configuration (σ , τ ′)), and τ ′ and τ agree with respect to the formal parameters of m (including the variables
‘this’ and ‘thread’).
Note that the latter definition implies that the predicate @m indeed only depends on the values of its formal parameters
and the variables ‘this’, ‘thread’, and ‘return’, as required by the verification condition formethod returns. Furthermore, note
that the operational semantics of method calls only specifies the values of the formal parameters (including the variables
‘this’ and ‘thread’). Consequently, also the precondition of a methodm (i.e., the predicate @S, where S denotes its body) only
depends on the values of its formal parameters and the variables ‘this’ and ‘thread’, as required by the verification condition
for method calls.
Lemma 5.2 (Local Correctness). A program annotated with the above reachability predicates satisfies the local verification
conditions.
Proof. The main non-trivial case is a proof of the verification condition which establishes the postcondition of a method
call. For a statement x = e0.m(e1, . . . , en); S we show that
|H u¯ = e¯(@m)→ x = return(@S)
(As above, u¯ = e¯ denotes the simultaneous assignment ’this, u1, . . . , un = e0, e1, . . . , en’.) The problem here is that
termination of amethodm in general clearly does not imply the postcondition of a particularmethod call! Therefore for each
call statement an unique label is (statically) introduced and every method definition is extended with an additional formal
parameter which is used to pass the current stack of local contexts of the pending calls. This additional formal parameter
we denote by ‘context’. We extend every call statement x = e0.m(e1, . . . , en) by
x = e0.m(context ◦ 〈l, v1, . . . , vk〉, e1, . . . , en)
where v1, . . . , vk is a sequence of all the local variables of the original callingmethod (in otherwords, it excludes the auxiliary
variable ‘context’). The addititonal parameter thus pushes onto the stack ‘context’ the label l of the call statement and the
values of the local variables of the caller.
The additional information encoded by the auxiliary variable ‘context’ ensures that the weakest precondition u¯ = e¯(@m)
indeed describes the return of the method m to the given call (the simultaneous assignment u¯ = e¯ now includes the
assignment ‘context = context ◦ 〈l, v1, . . . , vk〉, e1, . . . , en)’). To see this, let
σ , τ |H u¯ = e¯(@m)
By definition of the weakest precondition u¯ = e¯(@m)we have
σ , τ ′ |H @m
where τ ′ results from τ by assigning the values of the actual parameters e¯ in the configuration (σ , τ ) to the formal
parameters u¯ (note that σ is not affected by the evaluation of the actual parameters).
By the above definition of the reachability predicates it follows that there exists a reachable global state (Θ, σ ), where
Θ contains a thread with active closure (e, τ ′′)which marks the termination of the methodm, and where τ ′′ denotes a local
context such that τ ′ and τ ′′ agree with respect to the values of the formal parameters and the variables ‘this’, ‘thread’, and
τ ′(return) denotes the return value.
We have that
τ ′′(context) = τ ′(context) = τ(context) ◦ 〈l, τ (v1), . . . , τ (vk)〉
So by the operational semantics it follows thatΘ contains a thread
· · · (x = e0.m(context ◦ 〈l, v1, . . . , vk〉, e1, . . . , en); S, τ ′′′) · (e, τ ′′)
such that
τ ′′(context) = τ ′′′(context) ◦ 〈l, τ ′′′(v1), . . . , τ ′′(vk)〉
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Without loss of generality we therefore may assume that τ ′′′ = τ (note that the operational semantics assigns arbitrary
values to all the local variables which do not appear in the calling method). From the definition of the reachability predicate
@S we conclude
σ , τ |H x = return(@S)
(note that τ(return) = τ ′(return)). QED
Remains to show that the reachability predicates are interference free. That is, for any statement S and basic assignment
x¯ = e¯ (which may affect the heap), we have
|H @S && @(x¯ = e¯) && thread! = thread′ → x¯ = e¯(@S)
Roughly, this verification condition states that if one thread reaches S and if another thread is about to execute the basic
assignment, then S is still reachable after the execution of this assignment (by this thread). This follows trivially if there
exists one computation where both threads reach these interleaving points at the same time. However, in general this is not
the case, e.g., the reachability of S may require a scheduling of the threads which is incompatible with the reachability of S ′.
Example 5.3 (Scheduling). Consider a thread class with the following method
run() {
if race() {S1} else {S2}}
The method ‘race’ is defined by
synchronized race() { u=b;
if b==true { b=false };
return u }
where ‘u’ is a local variable and ‘b’ is a static variable. Let the main method of the program initialize ‘b’ to ‘true’ and then
simply create two instances of the thread class and start their runmethods. Clearly, for both instances there exists a reachable
global state in which ‘b=false’ holds and which contains an active closure where the thread is about to execute S1. But there
exists no reachable global state in which both threads are about to execute S1 at the same time.
Therefore, we introduce a static auxiliary variable ‘sched’ which records the scheduling of the threads. This variable is
introduced as a vector of objects in the main method. Every basic assignment which involves (read or write) access to the
global object structure is extended with a simultaneous update of ‘sched’ which adds the identity of the executing thread.
Example 5.4. Returning to the above example, we note that this additional scheduling information implies that
|H @S ′1 && @S1 && thread! = thread′ → false
(the predicate @S ′1 is obtained from @S1 by renaming its local variables, e.g., it refers to its thread by the fresh local variable
‘thread′’). Note that @S ′1 implies that ‘sched’ stores the thread denoted by ‘thread
′’ first, whereas @S1 stores the thread
denoted by the distinguished local variable ‘thread’ first.
Note that the interleaving of the local computations of the threads, i.e., the computations which only access the local
context of the active closures and which do not access the global object structures (the static variables and the instance
variables of the existing objects), does not affect the global computation. More specifically, the variable ‘sched’ enforces the
following confluence property of the global transition relation.
Lemma 5.5 (Confluence). Letpi be a program extendedwith the auxiliary variable ‘sched’ for recording the scheduling of threads,
as described above. If the reachable global statesΣ andΣ ′ assign the same value to the variable ‘sched’ then there exists a global
stateΣ ′′ such that
Σ →∗ Σ ′′ andΣ ′ →∗ Σ ′′
Furthermore, these partial computations only consist of local computations steps which do not involve (read or write) access to
the global object structure.
Proof. Because of the deterministic sequential control structures and the fixed scheduling of the access to the global object
structure, it follows that the computation of a thread in Σ0 →∗ Σ is a continuation of its computation in Σ0 →∗ Σ ′ with
local computation steps only (or vice versa). (HereΣ0 denotes the fixed initial global state.) So we can construct a common
extensionΣ0 →∗ Σ ′′ which contains for each thread its maximal computation. QED
The following lemma states that the reachability predicates are interference free.
Lemma 5.6 (Interference Freedom). For any statement S and (simultaneous) assignment x¯ = e¯ of a program extended with the
auxiliary variable ‘sched’, we have
|H @S && @(x¯ = e¯) && thread! = thread′ → x¯ = e¯(@S)
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Proof. Note that it is implicitly assumed that the local variables in @S are named apart from those in @(x¯ = e¯). It is easy
to extend the argument below with an explicit renaming of these local variables u¯ in terms of a corresponding weakest
precondition u¯ = u¯′(@S), for some fresh local variables u¯′. Let
σ , τ |H @S && @(x¯ = e¯) && thread! = thread′
By definition of the reachability predicates there exist reachable global states (Θ, σ ) and (Θ ′, σ ) such that (S, τ ) is the active
closure of τ(thread′) inΘ ′, whereas (x¯ = e¯; S ′, τ ), for some statement S ′, is the active closure of τ(thread) inΘ . By the above
lemma, there exists a global state which can be reached from both (Θ, σ ) and (Θ ′, σ ) by local computations only. But then
we can also, if needed, backtrack the local computation steps of τ(thread) and τ(thread′), and obtain a reachable global
state (Θ ′′, σ ) in which τ(thread′) is about to execute S and τ(thread) is about to execute the assignment x¯ = e¯. Clearly,
τ(thread′) is still about to execute S in the global state which results from the execution of the assignment by τ(thread). It
follows by definition of the reachability predicates and the renaming of local variables in @S that
σ ′, τ ′ |H @S
where σ ′ and τ ′ denotes the resulting global object structure and local context (note that τ ′ and τ agree with respect to the
fresh local variables of @S). By definition of the weakest precondition x¯ = e¯(@S ′)we conclude
σ , τ |H x¯ = e¯(@S) QED
The following theorem summarizes the above.
Theorem 5.7 (Completeness). Any program annotatedwith the reachability predicates constitutes a proof-outline, i.e., it satisfies
the verification conditions.
6. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, a sound and complete proof method for multi-threaded object-oriented programs is presented . The proof
method extends a Hoare logic for the sequential flow of control of (recursive) method calls within one thread with a global
interference freedom test between different threads.
The proof method incorporates the use of auxiliary variables. These variables are used to capture specific aspects of the
flow of control. Of particular interest is their use introduced in this paper as additional formal parameters to describe the
sequential flow of control of (recursive) method calls within one thread. This use allows a complete characterization of
method calls in a multi-threading context. More specifically, in this paper we introduced such a characterization in terms of
the reachability predicates instead of the strongest postcondition as is used in the seminal completeness proof of Gorelick
[10] for recursive procedure calls in a sequential context (see also [2]).
This paper also described how auxiliary variables can be used to extend the proof method in a systematic manner to
other mechanisms like synchronized methods, wait and notify methods by emulating in the program itself the semantics of
these mechanisms.
6.1. Future work
The main challenge is integrated tool support for the annotation of multi-threaded object-oriented programs with
assertions (as provided by [12]), the automatic generation of the verification conditions and (semi)automated validation
of these conditions using theorem proving (as provided by [5,7]). In general, however, the interference freedom test
complicates the applicability of automated reasoning. Of practical interest therefore, are designmethodologieswhich reduce
the complexity of the fine-grained interleaving of threads. A promising line of research in this direction is the integration
with ownership types as investigated in [11].
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